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-MPA_E8_c72_109958.htm 51. Government reports, examination

compositions, legal documents and most business letters are the

main situations ______ formal language is used. A. in which B. at

what C. on which D. in that52. How is it _____ your roommate’s

request and yours are identical? A. if B. so C. what D. that53. These

people once had fame and fortune. now _____ is left to them is utter

poverty. A. all that B. all what C. all which D. that all54. _______

much is known about what occurs during sleep, the precise function

of sleep and its different stages remains largely in the realm of

assumption. A. Because B. For C. Since D. While55. They always

give the vacant seats to _______ comes first. A. whoever B.

whomever C. who D. whom28. The woman ______ we gave the

check has left. A. whoever B. to whom C. with whom D. whether56.

It wasn’t such a desirable air conditioner ______ the advertisement

had promised us. A. as B. when C. what D. which57. ______ David

loves his daughters, he is strict with them. A. If B. Although C. When

D. For58. Professor Knight, _____ list of achievements includes two

Nobel Prizes, will address the meeting tonight. A. who B. that C.

whose D. whom59. She is pleased with what you have given him and

_____ you have told him. A. that B. which C. all what D. all that60.

The local textile mill has 800 workers, _____ 700 are women. A.

whose B. whom C. of whom D. of which61. He has made another

wonderful discovery, _____ of great importance to science. A. which
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